More than just FREE SMS with mycantos.com
Mycantos.com is giving its users a unique mobile experience with unlimited 150 character FREE SMS via a
web interface on the site. Since the sites main purpose is to provide a social networking experience, anytime
a user is interacting with his or her friend (scraps). The value add to user is bringing all their communication
within one click, be it Web, Email, or SMS
Online PR News â€“ 31-August-2009 â€“ Bangalore, India: : SMS is quite a phenomenon in the world, and in
a country like India where Mobile is the PC for about 300 million of Indians, mycantos.com is a site that is
providing free SMS in India and doing it with a difference.
Â
Mycantos.com is giving its users a unique mobile experience with unlimited 150 character FREE SMS via a
web interface on the site. 150 is the maximum characters that can be used in SMS, and mycantos.com is
only site that is devoting all 150 characters for users need, compare this with super successful sites like
Twitter that are doing maximum 140 characters. Many of Indian sites are much less than this.
Â
What further differentiates mycantos.com is that free SMS is a feature that is pervasively available throughout
the site. Since the sites main purpose is to provide a social networking experience, anytime a user is
interacting with his or her friend (scraps) they have an option to interact via SMS, and do so completely free.
The value add to user is bringing all their communication within one click, be it Web, Email, or SMS. Users
have their friend list and all the friends are added to their mobile address book, making it quite user friendly.
Â
Simply effortless and simple free SMS with mycantos.com. Give them a try!!
Â
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